**Digital Forensics Analysis Report of Video Recordings by The Center for Medical Progress (CMP)**

“The Coalfire forensic analysis removes any doubt that the full length undercover videos released by Center for Medical Progress are authentic and have not been manipulated. Analysts scrutinized every second of video recorded during the investigation and released by CMP to date and found only bathroom breaks and other non-pertinent footage had been removed. Planned Parenthood can no longer hide behind a smokescreen of false accusations and should now answer for what appear to be the very real crimes revealed by the CMP investigation.”

- Casey Mattox, Senior Counsel, Alliance Defending Freedom

“American taxpayer money should be redirected to fund local community health centers and not subsidize a scandal-ridden, billion-dollar abortion business. Planned Parenthood is an organization that cares about one thing: making a profit at the expense of women’s health. The investigative videos, whose authenticity was confirmed by the report, show that Planned Parenthood is an abortion-machine whose top executives and doctors haggle and joke about the harvesting and selling of baby body parts. Women deserve far better.”

- Kerri Kupec, Legal Communications Director, Alliance Defending Freedom

**Facts and Findings**

- Forensic analysis of CMP’s recorded media files indicates that the video recordings are authentic and show no evidence of manipulation or editing.
- The events depicted in the missing footage fell into five common categories: commuting, waiting, adjusting recording equipment, meals, and restroom breaks.
- At each interview, four devices recorded conversations (two video recorders with microphones and two audio only devices). The recordings were cross-referenced and found to be consistent.

**Coalfire v. Fusion Report**

- The Coalfire report had access to every second of released audio and video investigative footage recorded by CMP and analyzed that footage to verify and authenticate all of the videos on the CMP YouTube page.
- The Fusion report had access only to four full length videos released on YouTube between July 14 and August 4, and none of the source material.
- The Coalfire report also confirmed that one segment of missing video highlighted by the Fusion Report was later uploaded in full to CMP’s YouTube page.
- Coalfire is an internationally recognized third-party digital security and forensics firm with experience providing evidence for civil and criminal investigations.
- Fusion is a small company formed to develop material for Democratic party campaigns.
- Both reports verify there is no evidence of fabrication or misrepresentative editing, nothing was dubbed or altered. Fusion’s “analysis did not reveal widespread evidence of substantive video manipulation.” Coalfire found the videos to be “authentic and show no evidence of manipulation or editing.”